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MRFF COVERED BY CROOKS AND LIARS:
“JESUS CANDY” COULD WELL BE THE

STRAW THAT BROKE THE CAMEL'S BACK

CROOKS AND LIARS
COVERS MRFF

Jesus Candy Causes Democracy
Decay At Peterson AFB

By: Paul Rosenberg

Monday, December 23, 2019

(Excerpts from Crooks and Liars/Emphasis Added by MRFF)

Colorado Springs has long been a center of fundamentalist Christian
proselytizing, especially since a massive influx of parachurch organizations
beginning in the late 1980s, and military bases in the area have repeatedly
been targeted in multiple ways, large and small. But, when religious
freedom is under constant attack, the small things—ones those in charge
hope that no one outside will notice—can become overwhelming.

Welcome to the “Jesus” candy, the latest such example brought to light at
Peterson Air Force Base, via an email sent to the Military Religious
Freedom Foundation, with the photographic proof shown above. “The base
exchange at Peterson Air Force Base is currently selling ‘Jesus’ candy,” the
email said. “The exchange at the Air Force Academy was also selling ‘Jesus’
candy at Halloween, although I didn't get any pictures of that.”

It might seem overly sensitive to uninformed outsiders, but not to those
living there. “Peterson’s selling of for-profit, clearly marked 'Jesus
candy' at its base exchange (BX) is merely the fundamentalist Christian
straw breaking the MRFF clients' backs,” MRFF founder and President
Mikey Weinstein said. “Any pathetically-proffered pretense by the U.S. Air
Force at Patterson that Christmas is a mere secular holiday is totally belied
and betrayed by this in your face sale of this ‘proselytizing’ candy with the
fundamentalist Christian version of its ‘God’s name' emblazoned on all over
the packaging."

[…]

But Peterson isn’t alone, he notes. “MRFF has just under one thousand
clients in the Colorado Springs, Colorado area at multiple armed forces
locations, such as the US Air Force Academy, Peterson AFB (PAFB), Fort
Carson, NORAD, Schriever AFB etc."

In a somewhat similar case, Fort Carson sold this blatantly anti-Muslim t-
shirt at its PX in 2015, until MRFF blew the whistle:

Most violations that bring clients to MRFF never gain public attention.
MRFF routinely handles countless incidents that are quietly resolved. Its aim
is not to punish or embarrass the military, but to encourage quick correction
—including changes in awareness, attitude and practices to prevent future
incidents. But just the past year or so, this reporter has” written about an anti-
Semitic incident the Air Force Academy in the wake of the Tree of Life
massacre, a Muslim sergeant at Fort Carson forced to remove her hijab in
public, in violation of her faith, and an Easter-time pseudo-science talk
promoting the bogus authenticity of the “Shroud of Turin" at the Air Force
Academy.

[…]

Click to read Article

MRFF YEAR END APPEAL LETTER
RETURNED TO MRFF WITH A

MESSAGE OF "LOVE" AND
 A RETURN ADDRESS OF "MAGA"

“Merry Christmas”

I am a retired US Army Sergeant who spent 25 years in the National Guard
and on active duty. I am not going to use foul language or insults but I don’t
agree with what your organization does particularly your war to take “Christ”
out of Christmas. With all the serious issues facing our veterans your
concerned over a Santa holding a sign saying God bless you and a beautiful
manger scene where everyone can see it! Christmas is about the birth of
Jesus and people need to realize its true meaning now more then ever and
you are not helping at all. I was a chaplain’s helper when I was in Desert
Storm and I am proud to call myself a servant of God as well as a proud
veteran. I want to strongly disagree with you without being disagreeable, but
you do not represent my views and I am sure MANY of my fellow veterans
would tell you that as well. I want to wish all of you a Merry Christmas and I
pray for you that you will really think about what your doing and open your
eyes before it’s too late. We all need God in our lives and that includes you.

An old Soldier who loves the Lord and is proud to serve him

(name withheld)
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